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Declining enrollments and financial restraints require that science departments seek ways to meet academic commitments within the framework of reduced budgets and faculty resources without sacrificing quality programs. The following describes our evaluation of the role of the laboratory in the undergraduate biology curriculum and the positive effects achieved on our academic, financial, and faculty resources by separating labs from lecture courses and reducing the number of labs required for majors and nonmajors.

Several years ago we experienced increased enrollments coupled with only modest increases in funds to deliver our undergraduate instructional programs. To resolve this problem we developed a new approach to the role of lecture and laboratory courses for our biology majors, the nonmajor, and the students in the allied health programs serviced by our department. The changes effected by us then would appear to be equally appropriate in today's economy when inflationary pressures and a decline in students make it imperative that departments look to ways to meet their academic commitments within the framework of declining budgets and faculty resources.

The Old Program and Its Problems

Marquette University’s undergraduate biology curriculum formerly consisted of a one-year introductory general biology course; upper level core courses in cell biology, environmental biology, genetics, and developmental biology; and several elective courses. Most of these were coupled lecture-laboratory courses. The biology major took all of the core courses plus several biology electives. The introductory course was taken by both majors and nonmajors to satisfy their science requirement. Enrollment in the introductory course ranged from 800-900 students while enrollments in the core courses varied from 100-125 students. Although significant and meaningful instruction could be provided for large numbers of students in a lecture course, serious difficulties were encountered in delivering adequate laboratory programs to accommodate such enrollments. These included the scheduling of large numbers of laboratory sections (35/semester in the introductory course and up to 17 in the core and elective courses), provision for adequate logistical support for the laboratory courses, and recruitment of large numbers of graduate students to supervise these laboratory sections.

As we examined the role of the laboratory in an undergraduate curriculum, we concluded that labs were primarily used to illustrate selected principles previously introduced in the lecture, to acquaint the student with a multiplicity of techniques, and to illustrate the diversity of living organisms. Attempts at breadth of coverage had so formalized laboratory work that it had largely become an exercise in manual dex-
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terity rather than an introduction to the principles of biology. We became convinced that a more effective use of the laboratory work was needed.

Redefining the Role of the Lab

From a careful evaluation of the role of the undergraduate laboratory we concluded that such experiences should develop the students' critical thinking and creative abilities and increase their appreciation of the mechanisms by which biologists obtain and analyze information. Use of the laboratory in this fashion was not compatible with the large number of sections in our courses. It became obvious that a laboratory coupled with every lecture course was not needed to accomplish this objective. We rationalized that a few well-defined and carefully delivered laboratory experiences would meet these objectives.

Uncoupling and Reducing the Number of Labs Required

Therefore we created separate lecture and laboratory courses and reduced the total number of laboratory courses required for a biology major. Following an analysis of the faculty strengths in our department, we elected to offer one laboratory course at the introductory level and six at the upper division level (cell biology, genetics, physiology, development, plant morphology, and microbiology). Each laboratory course meets weekly for one hour of lecture-discussion and four hours of laboratory work, and is offered only once during the academic year. Biology majors are required to complete any two upper division laboratory courses beyond the introductory course.

The most significant change involved uncoupling the laboratory from the introductory biology course and reducing the two-semester laboratory requirement to a single laboratory course that could be taken either semester. This course, which meets weekly for one hour of lecture-discussion and a three-hour laboratory period, provides insights into experimental design and data analysis, selected instrumentation, basic methodologies, and such laboratory skills as pipetting, serial dilutions, and staining procedures.

Laboratory studies, prior to these changes, were largely oriented to the examination of various phyla, dissection, and repetition of rather simplistic exercises, the answers and conclusions of which either eluded the student completely or were understood before the exercise began. In the introductory laboratory described here, in contrast, students examine variables affecting respiration, and design and build their own respirometers, design and carry out the experimental protocol, and collect and analyze their data. Selected methodologies include preparation of media, various procedures for isolating microorganisms, spectrophotometric analysis of protein solutions, and procedures for artificially inducing ovulation and development in tunicates, sea urchins, and frogs.

From such preliminary experiences, students progress to more sophisticated experiments in upper division labs. These include such studies as the isolation, partial purification, and assay of enzymes, analysis of antigen binding cells by rosette formation, photoperiod studies of induction and initiation of flowering, in vitro culture of root and shoot apices, and hormonal control of smooth muscle contraction.

This introductory laboratory course, required of the biology major and optional for the nonmajor, fulfills the "biology with lab" requirement of medical, dental, and other health-related programs.

Benefits of New Curriculum

This core laboratory program has had several beneficial effects on our physical, financial, and faculty resources. We reduced the total number of laboratory sections offered each week from 52 to 16. As a result, we were able to schedule laboratory courses without competing for space with a large number of other laboratory courses. Space was provided for the exclusive use of each upper division laboratory course which meant that each could be designed to meet the specific needs of that course. For example, in the developmental biology laboratory, we installed egg incubators and marine aquaria; in the cell biology laboratory we added a laminar flow hood, refrigerated centrifuges, and a CO₂ incubator; in the physiology lab we incorporated physiographs, oscilloscopes, pneumographs, and exercycles. We even found that we no longer needed all of our laboratories for teaching purposes and were able to convert two of the smaller rooms into graduate student offices.

Separating Teaching Responsibilities

An important consequence of uncoupling and reducing the number of courses was redelegation of the teaching responsibilities of our faculty. Faculty no longer split their efforts as was the case when they were responsible for both the lecture and laboratory aspects of a coupled course. In evaluating instructional loads, teaching a laboratory course now carried the same academic recognition as a lecture course. More importantly, our students have direct contact with the faculty member in the laboratory who is always in the laboratory along with a teaching assistant. The benefits that accrue to the students, as well as the teaching assistant, are obvious.

Such a reorganization of our curriculum led to a reduction in the number of students enrolled in these laboratory courses. Whereas the coupled lecture-laboratory courses carried enrollments of 100-125
students, this has been reduced to a very manageable class size of 30-36 students. We rarely need to schedule more than two sections of 10-18 students each for any of our laboratory courses.

Centralized Equipment Facility

The delivery of coupled lecture-laboratory courses required that adequate instructional equipment and supplies be available to meet the needs of large numbers of sections. Equipment was usually assigned to specific teaching laboratories and was unavailable to other courses even when the equipment was not being used. This led to excessive duplication of equipment. For example, several teaching laboratories were each equipped with complete sets of microscopes, water baths, pH meters, and so forth. Evaluation of our equipment utilization prior to separation of laboratories showed that we rarely used the same types of equipment at the same time. Realizing this, we established a central facility to store instructional equipment when it was not being used. Inventory procedures permitted us to know exactly what types and how many pieces of equipment we had, gave us control over the movement of this equipment, and proved to be an invaluable asset for insurance purposes.

Financial savings resulting from the unnecessary duplication of equipment proved to be substantial enough to permit the hiring of a full-time equipment supervisor in place of the part-time person initially used to supervise this facility. Additional savings were realized as this person learned to service our instructional equipment and substantially reduced the rate and extent of classroom damage and considerably extended the useful life of this equipment. From the savings obtained through uncoupling and reducing the number of laboratories we also found that we were able to purchase more sophisticated equipment and instructional materials.

In summary, when we started looking at revision of our instructional program we were not at all certain that it would be possible to replace our traditional program without diluting the quality and scope of our other offerings or expending greater faculty and financial resources in its operation. In the process of developing a program centered around a core curriculum with laboratory courses uncoupled from lecture courses we found that we achieved greater flexibility, increased student-faculty contact, provided specialized facilities for each laboratory course, decreased the number of students per laboratory section, purchased more sophisticated equipment, hired an equipment manager, and reduced the number of courses taught by our faculty. Such benefits have been achieved even though we still have large numbers of students in our program and limited resources.
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